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333 WORLD BATTLES;
A
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF PERIODICAL ARTICLES
(SECOND SERIES)

BY

LESTER L. MILLER, JR.

10 JULY 1978
FOREWORD

This bibliography covers various world battles dating from 490 B.C. to 1975 as written about in twelve periodicals. Arrangement is alphabetical followed by the generic association with which a given battle is historically recorded. Where used, the term, "War," refers to mini or pocket actions on a localized scale. As in the case of "666 World Battles Revisited," issued in January, 1978, and available for $4.50 in paper copy format as ADA046121 from the National Technical Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Rd., Springfield, VA 22161, this number has only one article for any given action. Too, this listing comprises a second series to that bibliography. Materials listed have been selected from periodical holdings of the Morris Swett Library. Attention is called to the fact that assistance in the preparation of all special bibliographies since October, 1974 has been performed by fellow staffers; Mrs. Foster or Marburger.

Inclusion of an item or omission does not imply USAFAS indorsement or sanction of the compiler's point-of-view nor does it guarantee accuracy of content. Comment and criticism concerning this list is solicited.

"Past battles against large odds illustrate that there never has been a period in history when numerical superiority always meant victory. Of the "Fifteen Decisive Battles", a fourth were won by outnumbered forces."

Military Review, 30:31, J1 '50.

LESTER L. MILLER, JR.
Reference Librarian
As of 1978 only 292 of man's 6,578 years of recorded history have been without war. In the approximately 14,538 conflicts, some 4 billion people have been killed. The exact total of injured is unknown.
"The criterion of an artilleryman or any artillery unit is the ability to produce results in battle."

BG J.F. Brittingham
ABUCAY BATTLE 1941-42

ACRE BATTLE 1799

ADEN CAPTURE 1839

AITAPE OPERATION 1944

ALBERTVILLE BATTLE 1940

ALEUTIAN ISLANDS BATTLE 1942

ALFAMBRA BATTLE 1937

ALHUCENAS OPERATION 1925

ALTUZZO BATTLE 1944

AMMAN BATTLE 1970

ANCRE RETREAT 1918

ANGLO-AFGHAN WAR 1919

ANGLO-DUTCH WAR 1667
ANTIETAM BATTLE 1862

APENNINES DEFENSE 1944

ARBELA BATTLE 331 B. C.

ARCHANGEL CAMPAIGN 1918-19

ARGAON CAMPAIGN 1803-04

ARGENTAN-FALAISE OPERATION 1944

ARMINIUS BATTLE 9 A. D.

ARNAVILLE BATTLE 1944

ARRAS SIEGE 1654

ASOLO BATTLE 1945

ASPERN BATTLE 1809

ATBARA BATTLE 1895

ATTU BATTLE 1942

AUBERS RIDGE BATTLE 1915
BACHY BATTLE 1940

BAD ZWISCHENAHN BATTLE 1945

BADR BATTLE 624 A.D.

BADSAK CRATER BATTLE 1913

BAKENLAAGTE BATTLE 1901

BALACLAVA BATTLE 1854

BALIKPAPAN RAIDS 1944-45

BALTIC ISLANDS CAPTURE 1917

Baltimore Campaign 1814

BANGLADESH CAMPAIGN 1971

BARBAROSSA OPERATION 1941

BARCELONA BATTLE 1938

BAVARIAN ALPS DEFENSE 1945
BAY OF PIGS CAMPAIGN 1961

BEAUSCNY BATTLE 1940

BEAUMONT-HAMEL BATTLE 1916

BEIRUT LANDING 1958

BELFORT BATTLE 1944

BENEVENTUM BATTLE 276 B.C.

BERGEN BATTLE 1799

BILBAO DEFENSE 1936

BLAGNY BATTLE 1940

BLENHEIM BATTLE 1704

BOBRUIISK BATTLE 1944

BOCAGE BATTLE 1944

BOIS DE LA BERLIERE BATTLE 1940

"BONUS MARCHER" CAMPAIGN 1932
BOONEVILLE BATTLE 1862

BORODINO BATTLE 1812

BOSTON OCCUPATION 1774-76

BOUCQ, ST. AIGNANT GAS ATTACK 1918

BOYACÁ BATTLE 1819

BRATISLAVA BATTLE 1968

BRESLAU BATTLE 1945

BRITAIN AIR BATTLE 1940

BROOKLYN HEIGHTS BATTLE 1776

BRUCHE VALLEY OPERATION 1914

BRUNEI REVOLT 1962

BRUNEVAL RAID 1940

BRUNEVAL RAID 1942
BRUSSELS BATTLE 1940

BUDAPEST SIEGE 1944-45

BURMA CAMPAIGN 1944-45

CAERLAVEROCK SIEGE 1300

CAMDEN BATTLE 1780

CAMEROONS OCCUPATION 1914

CASSINO BATTLES 1943-44

CEDAR CREEK BATTLE 1864

CENTURIPYE BATTLE 1943

CESUNA BATTLE 1918

CHACABUCO BATTLE 1814

CHAERONEA BATTLE 338 B. C.

CHANTILLY BATTLE 1862
CHERIN DES DAMES BATTLE 1918

CHESAPEAKE BAY BATTLE 1781

CHINDIT OPERATION 1944

CHIPPAMA BATTLE 1812

CHIPPENA BATTLE 1814

CHOPE BATTLE 1944

CIBIK RIDGE BATTLE 1951

COLENSEO BATTLE 1899

COLMAR POCKET OPERATION 1944

CONSTANTINOPLE SIEGE 1453

CONTAMAILSON BATTLE 1916

CORUNNA BATTLE 1808

CRATER BATTLE 1864
CRAVANT BATTLE 1423

CRUSADES, FIRST, 1096 TO NINTH, 1271 - EXPEDITIONS

CRUSADES, THIRD 1189-92 - EXPEDITIONS

NOTE: First, 1096-99; Fourth, 1202-04; Seventh, 1248-50;
Second, 1145-48; Fifth, 1218-21; Eighth, 1270;
Third, 1189-92; Sixth, 1228-29; Ninth, 1271.

CUBAN INTERVENTION 1906

CYPRUS REBELLION 1931

D-DAY INVASION 1944

DAWHINNIE BATTLE 1745

DAMASCUS BATTLE 1941

DANUBE CROSSING 1916

DAR ES SALAAM OCCUPATION 1916

DARGAI BATTLE 1897

DEIR–EL-MUNASSIB BATTLE 1942
DELHI DEFENCE 1804

DELVILLE WOOD CAPTURE 1916

DERYANSK BATTLE 1914

DROCOURT-QUEANT BATTLE 1917

DÜNNMÖHNE BATTLE 1701

DUNSTON CANAL CROSSING 1918

EBEN EMAEL OPERATION 1940

EBONTE BATTLE 1799

EGYPT INVASION 1882

"EIGHTY MINUTE" WAR 1967

EL TEB BATTLE 1884

FALAISE-ARGENTAN BATTLE 1944

FATNASSA BATTLE 1943
FEROZESHAH BATTLE 1845

FESTIEUX BATTLE 1940

FINLAND BATTLE 1918

FLANDERS BATTLE 1915

FLANDERS CAMPAIGN 1744

FONTENOY BATTLE 1745

FORMIGNY BATTLE 1450

PORT DUQUESNE EXPEDITION 1755

PORT ERIE BATTLE 1814

PORT ERIE RAID 1866

FRONTIER BATTLE 1941
"Battle of the Frontier (Germany–USSR)," Max Werner, Military Affairs, 6:69–76, Summer, 1942.

GALLIPOLI CAMPAIGN 1915

GAZA BATTLE 1917
GEORGIA BATTLE 1801

GIVRY BATTLE 1940

GOLAN HEIGHTS BATTLE 1967

GORA LISSAAJA BATTLE 1941

GORLICE-TARNOW BREAKOUT 1915

GRAN SASSO RAID 1943

GREECE EXPEDITION 1941

GRIERSON'S RAID 1863

GUMBINNEN BATTLE 1914

HABBANIYA BATTLE 1941

HAMMELBURG OPERATION 1945

HELSINKI BATTLE 1944

HIMALAYAN BATTLE 1962
HOLLAND BATTLE 1944

HUE BATTLE 1968

HUNAIN BATTLE 630 A. D.

IA DRANG VALLEY BATTLE 1965

IMPHAL CAMPAIGN 1942

IMPHAL VALLEY BATTLE 1944

IONACHTAL BATTLE 1944

IRELAND CAMPAIGN 1920-21

ISANDHLWANA BATTLE 1879

ISMAILIA BATTLE 1952

ISHTDEFENSE 1920

ISRAEL CAMPAIGN 1967

ITALY CAMPAIGN 1796
JEBEL SAIKRA BATTLE 1943

JERUSALEM DEFENSE A. D. 444

JOHORE EVACUATION 1942

JONAVA BATTLE 1941

KABUL RETREAT 1842

KADESH BATTLE 1288

KASTRIKUM BATTLE 1799

KERNSTOWN BATTLE 1862

KHAN BAGHDADIEH BATTLE 1917

KHARTOUM MUTINY 1924

KINGISEPP BATTLE 1944

KISKA CAMPAIGN 1943

KLJOSSOV BATTLE 1702
KONAROW BATTLE 1914

KÖNIGSBURG BATTLE 1944

KOVNO BATTLE 1941

KOWANG SAN BATTLE 1951

KRASNYY BATTLE 1914

KRITHIA BATTLE 1915

LA CHARITE BATTLE 1940

LA ROCHE-POSAY BATTLE 1940

LADAKH CAMPAIGN 1957

LAKE TRASIMENO BATTLE 217 B. C.

LANG SON RAID 1953

LAS GUÁSIMAS BATTLE 1898

LEBANON OPERA 1958
LEUCTRA BATTLE 371 B. C.

LE VIVIER DANGER BATTLE 1940

LIGNY BATTLE 1815

LISNO BATTLE 1941

LONG MARCH RETREAT 1934-36

LONGSTOP HILL BATTLE 1942

LUNDY'S LANE BATTLE 1814

MAFEKING EXPEDITION 1900

MAGINOT LINE BATTLE 1940

MALAGA BATTLE 1704

MALKINO BATTLE 1941

MAZETS WOOD BATTLE 1916

MANASSAS BATTLE 1861

MANCHURIAN CAMPAIGN 1945
MARATHON BATTLE 490 B. C.  

MARYANG SAN BATTLE 1951  

MAYAGUEZ INCIDENT 1975  

MEDZYANOVO BATTLE 1944  

MESOPOTAMIA CAMPAIGN 1915-17  

MEXICAN WAR 1846-1848  

MILE BAY BATTLE 1942  

MINE CREEK BATTLE 1864  

MINE RUN BATTLE 1863  

MINH THANH ROAD BATTLE 1966  

MOHI BATTLE 1241  
MONCHY-LE-PREUX BATTLE 1917

MONGOL INVASION 1236-1241

MONONGAHELA BATTLE 1755

MONTAUBAN BATTLE 1945

MONTESSE BATTLE 1945

MONTHERME BRIDGEHEAD BATTLE 1940

MOTA BATTLE 629 A. D.

MOOKSEE BATTLE 1845
"Every-Day Letters Written During the First and Second Sikh Wars," I. F. Grant, Army Quarterly, 10:337-352, July, 1925.

MURMANSK BATTLE 1941

NAGASU BATTLE 1575

NIKOPOL BRIDGE BATTLE 1943

NILE BATTLE 1798
NO MON HAN INCIDENT 1939

NO V OR O S SII SK LAN DING 1943

C DER BRIDGE HEAD BATTLE 1945

O H A E WA I BATTLE 1845

OR AN BATTLE 1942

O STR ŃO BATTLE 1944

PA L E S T I N E C A M PA I G N 1917

PA O LI BATTLE 1777

P A S S C H E N D A E L E OF FENSIVE 1917

P E C H EN GA C A M PA I G N 1944

P E E N E M Ü N D E R A ID 1943

P E REK OP BATTLE 1920

P E T E R S B U R G SIE GE 1864

P E T R O P AV LOV S K BATTLE 1854
PHU-DOAN RAID 1952

FLASSEY BATTLE 1757

PLESSIN BATTLE 1945

PO RIVER RETREAT 1945

POLOGNIA INVASION 1939

POLTAVA CAMPAIGN 1707

PORT SAID OPERATION 1956

POTENZA OPERATION 1943

PRIMOSOLE BRIDGE BATTLE 1943

PUEBLO INCIDENT 1968

QUANG TRI BATTLE 1972

RAFA BATTLE 1967

RED RIVER EXPEDITION 1870

RHINE RIVER OPERATIONS 1918
RICHTON CAPITULATION 1865

RIO GRANDE CAMPAIGN 1861-62

RUE du BOIS RAID 1916

RUMANIAN CAMPAIGN 1916

SAINT DIÉ BATTLE 1944

SAINT EMO SIEGE 1565

SAINT GERMAIN ISLAND CAMPAIGN 1944

SAINT NAZAIRE EVACUATION 1940

SAINT NAZAIRE RAID 1942

SANDWICH RAID 1460

SARREBOURG—VOSGES BATTLE 1914

SATSUMA REBELLION 1877

SCHELDE BATTLE 1944

SCHIER WALDENRATH RAID 1944
SEDAN BATTLE 1940

SEINE BATTLE 1944

SERBO-TURKISH CAMPAIGN 1876

SERENLI BATTLE 1916

SERINGAPATAN CAPTURE 1799

SERRE BATTLE 1918

SHANGHAI WAR 1927

SHURI BATTLE 1945

SICILY CAMPAIGN 1943

SINAI CAMPAIGN 1956

SMOLENSK BATTLE 1941

SNAKE MOUNTAIN BATTLE 1874

SOMALILAND (BRITISH) BATTLE 1940

SOMALILAND (FRENCH) BLOCKADE 1941
SOMMAUTHE WOODS BATTLE 1940

SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR 1898

SPANISH ARMADA Battle 1588

SPAREBU BATTLE 1940

SPICHEREN BATTLE 1870

SPION KOP BATTLE 1900

STONY POINT BATTLE 1779

SUEZ CANAL EXPEDITION 1915

SUEZ (SINAI) WAR 1956

SUNDGAU BATTLE 1944

SUOMUSSALMI BATTLE 1939-40

SUVLA BATTLE 1915

SVERDLOVSK INCIDENT 1960
SYRACUSE BATTLE 415-413 B.C.

SYRIA BATTLE 1941

TALAVERA de la REYNA BATTLE 1809

TANNENBERG BATTLE 1910

TARCUL FRUMOS BATTLE 1944

TÉBOURBA BATTLE 1942

TEL-EL-KÉBIR BATTLE 1882

TEL HARA BATTLE 1973

TEUTOBURGER-WALD BATTLE 9 A.D.

THEIPVAL CAPTURE 1916

THIOR BATTLE 1941

TOGO LAND OCCUPATION 1914

TREBBIA BATTLE 218 B.C.

TRICAMERON BATTLE 535 A.D.
TRUNG LUONG BATTLE 1966

TUNISIA CAMPAIGN 1943-44

UHUD BATTLE 625 A. D.

USSURI RIVER BATTLE 1969

UTAH WAR 1857-58

VALVERDE BATTLE 1862

VARANGER FJORD BATTLE 1944

VARENNES BATTLE 1940

VARIA BATTLE 1443, 44

VILLENIEVE BATTLE 1940

VILLERS-BRETTENEUX BATTLE 1918

VISOKO-TARNOVKA BATTLE 1914

VITSI OPERATION 1949

VYAZMA BATTLE 1941
WADI AKARIIT BATTLE 1943

WARSAY BATTLE 1914

WARSAY BATTLE 1939

WARSAY REBELLION 1944

WAZIRISTAN, SOUTH OPERATIONS 1921

WEYGAND BATTLE 1940

YOM KIPPUR WAR 1973

YUKHNIV BATTLE 1942

ZAMA BATTLE 202 B. C.

ZAMBILLES MOUNTAIN BATTLE 1944

ZHITOMIR BATTLE 1943

ZULU WAR, 1879